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Iqaluktuuq, looking west toward Wellington Bay.
Ferguson Lake, at bottom, drains into the Ekalluk River –
both banks of the river contain many archaeological sites.
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Photo en couverture : Iqaluktuuq, face à l’ouest vers la baie Wellington.
Le lac Ferguson, au bas, alimente la rivière Ekalluk – les deux rives de la rivière
regorgent de sites archéologiques. (Max Friesen)

English
Iqaluktuuq – A Place of Many Fish
Iqaluktuuq (Ekalluk River) is the Inuinnaqtun name for a short section of river
that drains Tahiryuaq (Ferguson Lake) (see map facing). The group of Inuit families
whose homeland was centred on Iqaluktuuq are called the Iqaluktuurmiut or
“people of Iqaluktuuq”. This short river was very important to the Iqaluktuurmiut
because of the rich runs of char that occur here annually in the spring and in the
fall. It was also very important because the area formed a natural funnel for caribou
migrating south between the enormous lake Tahiryuaq to the East and the ocean
to the West. In good years the Iqaluktuuq area provided ample opportunity to
accumulate enough fish, caribou and caribou skins to enable Iqaluktuurmiut to
be well fed and clothed while hunting seals through the long winter season.
Iqaluktuuq formed such a strategic location for subsistence life in the region,
that there is archaeological evidence for the area being continuously occupied
for four thousand years.
“A long time ago I remember living in Iqaluktuuq as a
young boy. There were people here a long time ago as
there are some old campsites…Right now the campsites
are overgrown with grass and the rocks and paths are also
covered. At these campsites people used to go spearing
fish starting early in the morning as I remember it. They did not even have
anything to drink or eat. They would go to the fishing spots while the fish were
running in order to stock up for the winter by spearing fish. They did not have
nets. They buried fish in the rocks and dried them also. While the men were
fishing the women would bring them dried fish and fish heads to eat. They
would fish until it got dark and then they would go home” (Frank Analok at
Iqaluktuuq, July 5th, 2000).

5 Frank Analok at Iqaluktuuq, 2000 (Kim Crockatt).


Iqaluktuuq Area Place Names
Tikiraaryuk - “little point”

Qikiqhiitaat – “the first islands you reach”

Nuqharnaq - unknown

Kuugaryuaq - “big river”

Ayapqaut - “a place to steady your qayaq” Umingmangnak - unknown – it has many
ivitaaruq (land-locked char)
Iqaluktuuq - “place of many fish”

Hingigyuaq - “big peninsula”

Kinngait - “hills”

Qiggut- unknown – it has many flat rocks

Nalvaaq - “found lake”

Kuviuhivik - “where water trickles down”

English

A Place to Remember
The Kitikmeot Heritage Society has been working in
partnership with Dr. Max Friesen of the Anthropology
Department of the University of Toronto since the year 2000
to undertake Archaeological and Oral History research at
Iqaluktuuq. The Elders have joined the archaeologist camp
several times to tell stories of the history of the area, and to
assist the archaeologists in interpreting artifacts and features.
Together, the Elders and archaeologists have developed a
detailed picture of historic and prehistoric life at Iqaluktuuq.
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Elders Mackie Kaosoni and Mabel Ekvana Angulalik at an old
stone fox trap (Max Friesen).



Traditional Life at Iqaluktuuq
Historically, Iqaluktuurmiut spent their winters on the sea
ice hunting seals. They first started moving towards the land
in the spring. Iqaluktuurmiut moved to fishing lakes to catch
iqalukpiit (arctic char) and ihuuraryuit (lake trout) through
the ice. One of those important spring fishing lakes was
Tahiryuaq (Ferguson Lake) which is drained by Iqaluktuuq.
Fishing at the ocean’s edge or on the lake ice in the spring
was done with an aulajjut (jigger) and qaryuqaq (fishing
hook); or alternatively with an aulajjut and iqaluuyaq (fish
shaped lure without a hook), and a kakivak (fish spear) or
leister. The iqaluuyaq was used to lure in the fish close
enough that it could be speared with the kakivak.
As the edge of the lakes melted, char and lake trout began
to move along the ice edge. Iqaluktuurmiut used specialized
fish spears at this time of year, and they wore a type of

waterproof boot called an ipirauhiq to guard against the cold
water. One of the spears was a one or two pronged fishing
harpoon called a naulaqtuut. The naulaqtuut had a wooden
handle and antler foreshaft with an antler harpoon head
tied tightly to it. It doesn’t appear that any early explorers
or ethnographers collected an example of this spear and so
no photographs are available. However, some Elders still
remember the design and use of the naulaqtuut. The other
type of fishing spear was the nuiyaaqpait (nuiyaaqpak) or
trident – a fishing spear with three barbed prongs made of
caribou antler (see Kapuutit section on page 7).
During the months of May and June Iqaluktuurmiut hunted
the returning caribou and made mipku (dried meat). In June
the char began to run downstream out of Tahiryuaq through
Iqaluktuuq to the ocean. Iqaluktuurmiut fished intensively
at this time using the kakivak, and with the warm weather of
summer, they had to dry the fish to preserve it so it would be
available for consumption in the winter.
In late August the char began to run up Iqaluktuuq from
the ocean to Tahiryuaq. This was another time of intensive
fishing with the kakivak. As the weather was significantly
cooler at this time of year, Iqaluktuurmiut were able to cache
whole fish in a rectangular shaped cache called a qinngniq
without fear that the fish would rot. The floor of a qinngniq
was made of flat rocks, or of a wooden lattice. This kept the
cached fish off the moist ground.
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Ikpakuak Fishing in Lake Ekallugak, Northwest Territories,
May 15, 1915 (Diamond Jenness/CMC/36971).
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Inuit elders, students, and archaeologists share songs and
history during a drum dance at the Iqaluktuuq elders’
traditional knowledge camp (Max Friesen).
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Fishing Rod, line and hook collected by Joseph F. Bernard
(CMC /IV-D-1637).

48 Fishing Lure made from polar bear tooth (CMC/IV-D-431).
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English

The success of the char runs at Iqaluktuuq was very
important to the yearly survival of Iqaluktuurmiut.
For this reason there were rules about proper behaviour
while camping next to the river. If any of these rules were
broken Iqaluktuurmiut believed that this could spell disaster
for the group, as the fish may be offended and the run
could collapse.
When fish were caught along the river one of the rules was
that the fish had to be laid on the bank with its head facing
the direction it was migrating. Once it had been split and
laid on the fish drying rack the dorsal fin of the fish had to
be facing the direction of its migration. Another important
rule was that equipment could not be made or repaired
beside the river or around the tents. There was a specific
working place or hannavik established a distance back
from the river where the people could work on their things
without offending the fish.
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Mannigyorina about to go fishing near
Bernard Harbour, Northwest Territories.
She is wearing ipirauhiit, June 29, 1916



(Diamond Jenness/CMC/37076).
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One of many Inuit fish caches, (qinngniit) spread along both
banks of Iqaluktuuq (Max Friesen).

Inuinnait fish drying racks and tents near Bernard Harbour, July 3, 1915
(Rudolph Martin Anderson/CMC/39360).

English

6 Copper Inuk man hammering out copper
arrowheads at the hannavik, Coppermine River
June 1, 1916 (John Ruggles Cox/CMC/39673).

Kapuutit

5

Nikhigaut or fish rake collected by

5
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Nuiyaaqpait or trident collected by

Canadian Arctic Expedition

Canadian Arctic Expedition

Canadian Arctic Expedition

(CMC/IV-D-431).

(CMC/IV-D-117).

(CMC/IV-D-121).
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Immediately after the fall fish run Iqaluktuurmiut hunted
the caribou that were now starting to migrate south. The
geography of Iqaluktuuq – narrow corridor of land between
the ocean and the enormous lake Tahiryuaq – made it a
natural funnel for migrating caribou. Evidence for large
organized caribou hunts at Iqaluktuuq can be found in the
archaeological sites and place names of the area.
The remains of a caribou drive system, including a long line
of inuksuit and shooting blinds have been found on the north
side of the river. These rows of inuksuit stretch for over three
kilometres, all the way from Tahiryuaq to the ocean. Some
sections are deeply buried and covered with lichen, and must
have been built in ancient times, while other sections were
probably built as recently as the 1920s. The caribou were
driven by people, often women, into the funnel created by
the inuksuit. The shooting blinds were located at the narrow
end of the funnel so that the caribou would have to pass
close to the hidden archers. Animals that made it past the
shooting blinds and entered the water were pursued by men
in kayaks, and killed with lances. Ayapqaut is the name of a
place located just upstream of the caribou drive on the north
shore (see map on page 2). It means “a place to steady your
kayak”. The name preserves the memory of Inuit hunting
caribou in kayaks at Iqaluktuuq, and the close association of
this place with the caribou drive suggests that it may have
been used at the same time.
After the fall fishing and caribou hunting, Iqaluktuurmiut
would ideally have a winter’s supply of dry fish, whole
fish, dried caribou meat, frozen caribou meat and skins
for clothing. They left the Iqaluktuuq area to gather at
innagharviit (“places of preparation”) where they would finish
preparing their winter clothing and equipment before moving
out on to the sea ice to spend the winter in seal hunting
villages of iglus.
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Tommy Kilaodluk at one of the oldest sections of the caribou
drive lanes at Iqaluktuuq (Max Friesen).



An Ancient Homeland

Modern Inuit

Traditional knowledge and archaeology have revealed that
Iqaluktuuq is one of the most important archaeological
areas in Nunavut. Iqaluktuuq has been important to Inuit
for centuries, but its importance as a place to fish and hunt
caribou is even more ancient.
The cultural history of Iqaluktuuq is divided into several
periods. For the past 750 years, Iqaluktuuq was inhabited
by Inuit, including their early ancestors who are known as
“Thule Inuit”. Before Inuit, the land was occupied by very
different people whom Inuit knew as “Tuniit”, who first
arrived in the region over 4000 years ago. Archaeologists
call Tuniit by several names, with later Tuniit called Dorset,
and the most ancient Tuniit known as Pre-Dorset. In the
following pages, the lives of these ancient people will be
described, starting with most recent period, and working
back through time to the most ancient.

Thule Inuit
Late Dorset

1250 AD
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After excavation, a very finely made stone floor is revealed in

800 AD

the Thule Inuit house (Max Friesen).
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Early and Middle Dorset

About 750 years ago, early Thule Inuit arrived at Iqaluktuuq,
after migrating from Alaska in the west. They built large
stone houses at a place archaeologists have named the
Bell site. These houses have deep entrance tunnels and
separate kitchen rooms. The deep deposits of animal
bones and artifacts at this site show us that Thule Inuit
led a comfortable, settled life here, depending on stored
caribou and char to last them through the winter. During
the summer, they lived in skin tents, and may have travelled
inland or along the coast to hunt or trade with their
neighbours. Thule Inuit brought with them from Alaska
complex and very effective tools including several kinds of
fish spears, bows and arrows, sleds, kayaks, and sophisticated
sewing equipment. Modern Elders recognize almost all
tool types from Thule sites, and have a deep understanding
of how they were used. This has helped archaeologists
reconstruct early Thule life.

1500 AD

A soapstone cooking pot fragment, found in the kitchen area of
the Thule Inuit house (Max Friesen).

500 BC

Pre-Dorset

Thule Inuit - 0 AD to 00 AD

English

TODAY

1800 BC



Late Dorset - 00 AD to 0 AD

Modern Inuit

TODAY

Thule Inuit

1500 AD

Late Dorset

1250 AD

Early and Middle Dorset

800 AD

When Thule Inuit first arrived at Iqaluktuuq, they probably
met Late Dorset people, who Inuit call Tuniit. Tuniit were
very different from Inuit, and shortly after the two societies
met, Tuniit disappeared from the area. However, they left
several large sites, including the largest gathering site in all
of Nunavut. There, they built four longhouses out of large
boulders, as well as hundreds of other stone structures. The
largest longhouse is 43 metres (140 feet) long and probably
held about 100 people who met during the summer to trade,
share information, and hunt together. During the cold season,
Late Dorset people lived in houses which were not as large
or solidly constructed as Thule houses, but which were
dug into the surrounding earth to add warmth. Late Dorset
people are famous for their artwork, and several examples of
small animal carvings have been recovered from this period
at Iqaluktuuq.
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Dorset carving of an arctic char (Max Friesen).

Early and Middle Dorset - 00 BC to 00 AD
Early Dorset people came to Iqaluktuuq around 500 BC,
probably arriving from the east.
They are the first people to build deep cold-season houses,
and to take advantage of the arctic char at Iqaluktuuq. At
a site near Cambridge Bay, a particularly fine example of
an Early Dorset house was excavated, with a central “mid
passage” structure which would have been used for storage
and cooking (see photo on page 12). One of the biggest
sites at Iqaluktuuq, the Buchanan Site, was a warm-season
occupation where Middle Dorset people successfully hunted
caribou and fished for char. We have collected many tools
from this period, including harpoon heads, sewing needles,
and very small stone cutting tools known as microblades.

Pre-Dorset

500 BC

3
1800 BC

0

Inuit and southern students measure a huge longhouse built by
Late Dorset people (Max Friesen).

Modern Inuit

English

TODAY

1500 AD

Threetinystonemicroblades,fromtheMiddleDorsetperiod,

Thule Inuit
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onlyabout4cm(1½inches)long(onright),whichwere
removedfromthestonecoreonleft (Max Friesen).
1250 AD
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ArchaeologistsatworkontheearliestsiteatIqaluktuuq–the

800 AD

WellingtonBaysite–occupiedbyPre-Dorsetpeoplealmost
4000yearsago(Max Friesen).

Early and Middle Dorset

TheearliestsettlementofIqaluktuuqwasbyPre-Dorset
peoplearound1800BC(almost4000yearsago).Atthis
time,Iqaluktuuqwasnotyetariver–sealevelsweremuch
higher,andPre-Dorsetpeoplesettledonaseriesofislands
wheretheyhuntedsealsandcaribou.ThePre-Dorsetway
oflifewasverydifferentfromtheTuniitandInuitwho
followedthem.Theymovedaroundoften,andlivedinvery
smallgroupsofonlyoneortwofamiliesformostoftheyear.
Pre-DorsetsitesatIqaluktuuqcontainthousandsofstone
flakesleftbehindaswasteaftertheymadefinelycrafted
arrowheads,spearpoints,andcuttingtools.Wehavenot
foundanyPre-Dorsetlivingstructures,althoughtheymust
havelivedinskintentsformuchoftheyear.

Late Dorset

Pre-Dorset — 1800 to 500 BC

Pre-Dorset

500 BC

8 Pre-Dorsetpeopleprobablyusedthistinybrokenbarbedpoint
forfishing(Max Friesen).

1800 BC
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Modern Inuit

TODAY

Thule Inuit

1500 AD

Late Dorset

1250 AD

Early and Middle Dorset

800 AD

Pre-Dorset

500 BC

1800 BC
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Dorset house at the Ekvana site after excavation.
Note the two rows of upright slabs running down the centre
of the house, and the carefully constructed flagstone floors on
each side (Max Friesen).
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